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Abstract—A national research Cloud is being created as part
of the National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources
(NeCTAR) project, to supply a cost-effective computational in-
frastructure to Australian scholars. Since it is hard to comprehen-
sively understand the available Cloud resources through the open
indicators, we decided to empirically investigate the infrastruc-
tural performance of the NeCTAR Research Cloud. In particu-
lar, our current evaluation work shows that the communication
data throughput vary significantly within and between the five
existing Cloud nodes. Although operated as one Cloud system,
the NeCTAR Research Cloud might have employed heterogeneous
network equipment and/or technologies. As the NeCTAR project
is still ongoing, the one-off evaluation results could be quickly
out of date, and the evaluation implementations should be fre-
quently repeated or replicated for monitoring or consuming the
Cloud services. Thus, unlike the existing evaluation studies that
mainly focused on the evaluation results or tools, we emphasize the
complete procedure and backend logic of evaluation implemen-
tations. Practically, as demonstrated in this paper, the procedure
and logic can be recorded into Cloud Evaluation Experiment
Methodology-based evaluation templates to facilitate repeatable
and comparable Cloud services evaluation.
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TABLE I
NECTAR RESEARCH CLOUD INSTANCES AVAILABLE BY SIZE

I. INTRODUCTION

C LOUD computing has been widely accepted as a popu-
lar computing paradigm [1]. Although Cloud computing

emerged as a business model, the researchers have increasingly
regarded Cloud resources as a flexible and encouraging alterna-
tive to satisfy academic requirements [2]. In addition to exploit-
ing the public Cloud, academia is also developing dedicated
Clouds to facilitate research activities. For example, the Na-
tional eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR)
project is creating a federated research Cloud to cost-effectively
supply computational infrastructures to the Australian research
community [3]. This research Cloud will consist of up to eight
nodes distributed around Australia. When employing service
instances, the Cloud users are supposed to specify a suitable
zone to get the best network responsiveness.

To satisfy potentially diverse application requirements,
Cloud providers usually offer different types of Cloud services.
In essence, the same Cloud infrastructure would have been
virtualized as various resource types. For example, Amazon
provides several options for its storage service, such as S3,
EBS, and the local disk on EC2 [4]; while the NeCTAR
Research Cloud varies the available resources into five instance
sizes [3], as listed in Table I. As such, Cloud usage requires
a deep understanding of how different candidate services may
(or may not) match particular demands. However, consumers
in general have little knowledge and control over the precise
nature of Cloud services even in a “locked down” environment
[5], and the given indicators often do not reflect comprehensive
information about the overall performance of a service regard-
ing specific tasks [6]. When it comes to the NeCTAR Research
Cloud, in particular, besides the indicators of computation,
memory, and storage indicators, NeCTAR does not even pro-
vide any communication indicator of its instances (cf. Table I).
As such, to find the best network-responsive zone, evaluation
would play a prerequisite role in employing the NeCTAR Cloud
services.
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Fig. 1. Cloud Evaluation Experiment Methodology (CEEM) for Cloud ser-
vices evaluation (cf. [10]).

In general, Cloud services evaluation is challenging, and the
existing evaluation implementations are relatively incomplete
and not well-organized. We have identified two main issues
from the literature. First, many studies emphasized automated
tools and benchmarks when evaluating Cloud services, which
however do not necessarily guarantee rational and comparable
evaluation results. On one hand, an ideal Cloud benchmark
is still far from existence [7], and thus various traditional
benchmarks have been largely employed in Cloud services
evaluation. On the other hand, the same tool/benchmark can be
adopted to evaluate different features of a Cloud service in dif-
ferent circumstances. For example, the benchmark Bonnie++
has been used for investigating both the memory and the storage
performance of Amazon EC2 [8].

Second, some practitioners were concerned about evaluation
results only, without caring about the corresponding evaluation
procedures. In the domain of Cloud computing, however, previ-
ous evaluation results might become quickly out of date. Cloud
providers may continually upgrade their hardware and software
infrastructures, and new technologies may even be gradually
employed. Moreover, the reported evaluation results could have
been further flawed due to improper evaluation activities. For
example, irrational and meaningless benchmarking results (e.g.,
higher-rank service performs worse) can be frequently seen in
the CloudHarmony depository [9], while there are few clues for
us to trace or replicate the original experiments.

Therefore, we decided to follow the Cloud Evaluation Exper-
iment Methodology (CEEM, cf. Fig. 1) and concentrate on the
evaluation workflow to perform systematic investigations into
the performance of NeCTAR Research Cloud. In particular, we
developed CEEM-based evaluation templates for traceable and
reproducible evaluation implementations. In this paper, con-
sidering the aforementioned lack of communication indicator
of the NeCTAR Research Cloud, we mainly focused on its

communication performance by examining the inter-node and
intra-node data throughput. The contributions of this work are
threefold.

1) Our evaluation results can help developers of the
NeCTAR Research Cloud to better understand the
communication variability in/between the Cloud nodes,
and accordingly improve the Cloud’s infrastructural
performance.

2) Our evaluation results can help consumers of the
NeCTAR Research Cloud (i.e., the Australian research
community, especially Canberra-based users in this case)
to select communication-efficient Cloud resources for
their network-intensive applications.

3) The whole evaluation logic and details reported in this
paper can be viewed as a reusable instructions template of
evaluating the NeCTAR Cloud communication. As such,
future evaluations can be conveniently repeated or repli-
cated based on this template, even by different evaluators
at different times and locations. More importantly, given
the regulated backend logic and the specific process, all
the template-driven evaluation implementations would be
traceable and comparable.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II summarizes the existing work related to the com-
munication evaluation of Cloud services. Section III briefly
introduces the evaluation methodology CEEM employed in
our study. Section IV specifies the logic and detailed activities
driven by CEEM for evaluating the communication perfor-
mance within and between the NeCTAR Research Cloud nodes.
Conclusion and some future work are discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Unlike in-house computing resources, Cloud services nor-
mally have to be consumed through the Internet/Ethernet.
Consequently, communication can be treated as an instinctive
property of all types of Cloud services. Unfortunately, to the
best of our knowledge, not many studies have dedicatedly
investigated the communication performance of Cloud services.
Wang and Ng [11] particularly focused on the impact of
virtualization on the communication performance in a Cloud
data center. Since virtualization techniques use a special priv-
ileged virtual machine (VM) (i.e., a driver domain) to control
and allow the other VMs to access the physical network de-
vices, they found that virtualization could bring about very
unstable Communication Data Throughput, and different VMs
might also experience communication variation due to their
processor sharing. Considering this study was conducted in
a single data center without measuring network performance
between different data centers, Cerviño et al. [12] extended
the original evaluation experiments and tested nine communi-
cation paths within and between three different geographical
locations of Amazon EC2. However, the inconsistent evalua-
tion activities (e.g., service feature identification and bench-
mark selection) made these two studies hardly comparable
in terms of both evaluation implementations and evaluation
results.
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Fig. 2. Overall logic with input-output data flow in CEEM.

In contrast, most relevant studies involved communication
evaluation when investigating various Cloud service properties.
For example, Li et al. were concerned about communication
performance of Cloud services in their Cloud provider com-
parator CloudCmp [13]; Iosup et al. employed a wide variety
of benchmarks to estimate the overall performance of public
Cloud service resources, including communication [14]; and
the network bandwidth was emphasized as one of six perfor-
mance aspects when measuring the runtime of Cloud services
[15]. However, these studies tended to report one-off evaluation
results, while our work aims at repeatable and comparable
evaluation implementations.

Furthermore, considering Message Passing Interface (MPI)
programs are typical and common scientific applications, in
addition to the IP-level communication, evaluators also con-
sidered the MPI-message-level networking of Cloud services.
For instance, in the context of high performance computing, the
Cloud has been frequently compared with an in-house cluster

with regard to the MPI communication [16], [17]. Apparently,
the MPI communication performance of the Cloud also needs to
be reflected by using a cluster of VMs. In this paper, to simplify
the demonstration, we only monitor the NeCTAR Research
Cloud from the IP-level perspective.

III. CLOUD EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

METHODOLOGY (CEEM)

To emphasize rigorous evaluation logic and follow a sys-
tematic evaluation procedure, we employ the aforementioned
methodology CEEM in this study. Recall that a methodology
refers to “an organized set of principles which guide action
in trying to ‘manage’ (in the broad sense) real-world problem
situations” [18]. CEEM organizes ten generic evaluation steps,
as listed in Fig. 1. Each evaluation step has its own input,
activities, strategies, and output.
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By connecting the input and output between consecutive
steps, the overall evaluation logic embedded in CEEM can be
illustrated as outlined in Fig. 2. In detail, the procedure of
Cloud services evaluation driven by CEEM can be roughly
divided into two parts: the linear-process part related to pre-
experimental activities and the spiral-process part related to
experimental activities. In particular, the experimental activities
would follow a spiral process, because an evaluation imple-
mentation could be composed of a set of experiments, while
the experimental design in a later iteration could have to be
determined by the experimental results and analyses from a
prior iteration.

Furthermore, CEEM integrates a set of knowledge artefacts
to facilitate conducting relevant evaluation activities. Benefiting
from the specific logic and instructions, CEEM is supposed
to help practitioners perform more traceable and reproducible
evaluations, obtain more objective experimental results, and
draw more convincing conclusions.

IV. COMMUNICATION EVALUATION

The NeCTAR Cloud system has been recognized to be a
significant computational resource which complements existing
and new supercomputing facilities in Australia. As one of the
largest Openstack based Clouds in the world, this Research
Cloud will consist of 30000+ cores of computing power dis-
tributed within up to eight nodes and run by bodies selected
by NeCTAR. Ideally, end users would have a seamless expe-
rience regardless of which node within the federated Cloud
they access. To get the best network responsiveness, however,
the end users still have to identify the most suitable resource
zone for their research projects. In other words, communication
evaluation would be crucial for employing the NeCTAR Cloud
service.

As mentioned previously, we followed CEEM (cf. Fig. 1)
to systematically investigate the communication performance
of the NeCTAR Research Cloud and also to highlight the
whole procedure of evaluation implementation. As a use case
of CEEM, in the following subsections, we mainly describe the
CEEM-driven evaluation activities, while not elaborating the
justification for those ten evaluation steps.

A. Requirement Recognition

Driven by CEEM, the first step is to discuss with the recipi-
ents of future evaluation results and achieve a clear statement of
the purpose of Cloud services evaluation. Technically, evalua-
tors create mapping between the elements in the performance
evaluation Taxonomy [19] and the natural-language descrip-
tions about the evaluation objectives, and then deliver a set
of specific requirement questions to be addressed by potential
evaluation experiments.

Since the NeCTAR Research Cloud employs a set of nodes
to provide cost-effective computational infrastructures to the
Australian academic community [3], a Canberra-based Cloud
user may ask, “I would like to know which NeCTAR Cloud
node is more suitable for my network-intensive application?”
In this case, the Canberra-based Cloud user is the recipient of

Fig. 3. Potential performance features for Cloud services evaluation (cf. [19]).

evaluation results. Given the keyword “network-intensive,” we
used the taxonomy to define four specific requirement questions
for this NeCTAR Cloud evaluation, such as:

1) How fast does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer data
internally?

2) How fast can data be transferred between the NeCTAR
research Cloud and the Canberra-based user?

3) How variable does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer
data during a particular period of time?

4) How variable does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer
data via different communication paths?

B. Service Feature Identification

Given a particular evaluation requirement, evaluators should
identify the relevant Cloud services and their features to be eval-
uated. Since it is hard to outline the scope of Cloud Computing
[20], and various Cloud services are increasingly available in
the market [13], it could be difficult to directly locate proper
features of a particular Cloud service. To facilitate service
feature identification, CEEM provides a list of general Cloud
service features through the aforementioned performance eval-
uation taxonomy. As such, evaluators can extract the Cloud
resource- and capacity-related terms from each of the require-
ment questions, and then further refer to the candidate service
features and select the suitable ones.

Here, we have identified two communication-related features
of the NeCTAR Cloud service, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In
particular, Variability of Communication Data Throughput can
be viewed as a secondary service feature over the primary
one, i.e., Communication Data Throughput. Note that different
requirement questions may correspond to one service feature,
with different experimental setup scenes.

1) Communication Data Throughput.
2) Variability of Communication Data Throughput.
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TABLE II
CANDIDATE METRICS AND BENCHMARKS FOR EVALUATING

COMMUNICATION DATA THROUGHPUT

TABLE III
CANDIDATE METRICS FOR EVALUATING VARIABILITY

OF COMMUNICATION DATA THROUGHPUT

C. Metrics and Benchmarks Listing

Before determining suitable metrics and benchmarks for
evaluating particular Cloud service features, this step involves
listing all the candidate options in advance. CEEM allows
evaluators to use the identified Cloud service features as re-
trieval keys to quickly search metrics and benchmarks from
our Metrics Catalogue [21]. Note that the Metrics Catalogue
essentially provides a lookup capability for finding suitable
metrics and benchmarks used in the existing experiences of
evaluating Cloud services. Meanwhile, group meetings and
expert opinions are not supposed to be completely replaced with
the Metrics Catalogue. New metrics and benchmarks can still
be supplemented by domain experts and other evaluators.

In this paper, we did not resort to expert judgment. By
exploring the Metrics Catalogue for the service feature Com-
munication Data Throughput, we listed the candidate metrics
and benchmarks in Table II; as for the service feature Variability
of Communication Data Throughput, the candidate metrics
were listed in Table III. In fact, the Variability metrics are
common for all the primary performance features including
Communication Data Throughput.

D. Metrics and Benchmarks Selection

Given the previously listed candidates, the decision on
metrics/benchmarks selection can be made by checking all the

available resources, estimating the overhead of potential ex-
periments, and judging the evaluators’ capabilities of operating
different benchmarks.

We chose Iperf as the benchmark because it has been iden-
tified to be able to deliver more precise results by consuming
less system resources [15]. Moreover, Iperf can be run over
cross-platform networks and generate standard performance
measurements. Although the primary goal of Iperf is to help
tune TCP connections over a particular network path, evaluators
can use it to measure achievable bandwidth on IP networks
within particular TCP window sizes.

Correspondingly, the selected metrics are:

1) Metric for the feature Communication Data Throughput.
a) TCP Transfer bit Speed.

2) Metrics for the feature Variability of Communication
Data Throughput.
a) COV.
b) Standard Deviation with Average Value.
c) Representation in Table.
d) Representation in Single Chart.

In particular, the two metrics Standard Deviation with Av-
erage Value and Representation in Table are used together
to measure the time-related variability, the metric COV is to
compare the time-related variability at different communication
paths, while the metric Representation in Single Chart is used to
visualize the location-related variability. Note that COV enables
comparing the degree of variation between different data series,
even if the data series have different means.

E. Experimental Factors Listing

Based on the identified Cloud service features and the se-
lected metrics and benchmarks, the purpose of this step is to
list all the candidate experimental factors that might affect the
service features to be evaluated. In fact, it has been identified
that knowing all factors (also called parameters or variables)
that affect the service feature is a tedious but necessary task.
Following CEEM, evaluators can screen and look up potential
factors in our Experimental Factor Framework [31]. In partic-
ular, the identified service features are used to explore Cloud
Resource factors, the selected benchmarks are used to search
Workload factors, and the selected metrics are directly used as
service Capacity factors.

For example, in this case, we listed the candidate resource
factors related to NeCTAR Cloud communication as shown in
Fig. 4, the workload-related factors are listed in Figs. 5 and 6
illustrate the factors representing the capacity of different ser-
vice features. The detailed explanations of those factors are
specified in [31].

F. Experimental Factor Selection

Given the list of candidate experimental factors, the eval-
uators can then select limited ones that are of most interest
and also determine the values of the selected factors. Note that
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Fig. 4. Candidate factors related to the resource of NeCTAR Cloud
communication.

Fig. 5. Candidate factors related to the workload of using Iperf.

Fig. 6. Candidate factors related to the capacity of two NeCTAR Cloud
communication features.

there is no conflict between selecting limited factors in this step
and keeping a comprehensive factor list in the previous step.
On the one hand, an evaluation requirement usually comprises
a set of experiments covering different factors. On the other
hand, intentionally excluding unused factors does not mean that
evaluators have not considered them.

The experimental factors can be selected by roughly consid-
ering pilot experiments. In detail, the evaluators can use the
experimental setup scenes listed in our Taxonomy [19] to try dif-
ferent factor combinations for different experimental scenarios.
Then, the suitable factors can be determined by selecting proper
experimental scenarios. In fact, driven by separate requirement
questions, CEEM naturally divides a whole evaluation into sep-
arate experimental scenarios, and each experimental scenario
includes limited factors only.

Fig. 7. Selected factors related to the resource of NeCTAR Cloud communi-
cation. (The un-circled factors are intentionally excluded, and the dash-circled
factors are considered for preparing an experimental environment instead of an
experimental design.)

Fig. 8. Selected factors related to the workload of using Iperf. (The un-circled
factors are intentionally excluded, and the dash-circled factors are considered
for preparing an experimental environment instead of an experimental design.)

Fig. 9. Selected factors related to the capacity of two NeCTAR Cloud commu-
nication features. (The un-circled factors are intentionally excluded. Note that
the selected capacity factor is essentially a metric that reflects output response
to those input factors.)

The Figs. 7–9 show the factors selected from the previous
candidate list for the NeCTAR Cloud communication eval-
uation. In particular, Activity Duration and Frequency were
factors for the time-related experiments, while Communication
Scope and VM Geographical Location were factors for the
location-related experiments, and we only considered TCP
Transfer bit Speed as the response factor in all the experiments,
because the variability metrics can be viewed as secondary cal-
culations and visualizations based on TCP Transfer bit Speed.
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The un-circled factors were intentionally excluded, and the
dash-circled factors were considered for preparing an exper-
imental environment instead of an experimental design. For
example, when determining factor values, we chose m1.small
as the cheapest VM type for this communication evaluation,
and each VM installed the desktop system of Ubuntu 12.10
(Quantal) amd64, we employed a local machine in our NICTA
Canberra Lab as the only client. The NeCTAR Cloud was
always the server side when configuring the benchmark Iperf.

G. Experimental Design

Once the input-process variables (experimental factors) and
output-process responses (metrics) have been selected, evalu-
ation experiments need to be subsequently prepared and de-
signed. Normally, a small scale of pilot experiments would
benefit the relevant experimental design. For example, the
trial runs of an evaluation experiment may help evaluators
get familiar with the experimental environment, optimize the
experimental sequence, and so on.

The designed experiments can be further characterized
and recorded by building UML-style Experimental Blueprints
[32]. For complex evaluation projects comprising collaboration
between multiple evaluators, characterizing the designed exper-
iments is particularly helpful to facilitate information exchang-
ing and to avoid experimental duplications. Therefore, as a
supplement to specific experimental instructions, the evaluators
can use experimental blueprints to facilitate discussions among
different people or to facilitate “apple-to-apple” comparisons
between different evaluation experiments.

When designing experiments for the NeCTAR Cloud com-
munication evaluation, we took into account time- and location-
related factors separately. The time-related factors include
Activity Duration (i.e., repeating experimental activity for a
period of time) and Activity Frequency (i.e., repeating ex-
perimental activity for a number of times). In this case, we
considered Activity Duration, and planned to keep Iperf running
for 12 h. Since this design is a continuous observation, there is
no need to further decide experimental sample sizes.

From the Cloud service’s perspective, the location-related
factor indicates variable places where Cloud data centers
are hosted. In fact, for reasons like disaster recovery, Cloud
providers usually deploy many data centers in different ge-
ographical locations. Here, we were concerned with the five
available NeCTAR Cloud nodes (namely MEB-np, MEB-qh2,
Monash01, qld, and sa) at the time of writing. Thus, there
are 15 (= C(5, 2) + C(5, 1), inter-node plus intra-node) pos-
sible intra-Cloud communication paths, and five (= C(5, 1))
possible wide-area communication paths between the NICTA
client and the NeCTAR Cloud. The overall (output) location-
related design is listed in Table IV, where each X indicates a
communication path that needs to be tested.

In addition, we drew an experimental blueprint to charac-
terize the designed experiments, as shown in Fig. 10. Note
that the characterization is on an abstract level. The blueprint
would still be the same even if the values of the relevant factors
were changed, for example, running Iperf for a longer time or
involving more Cloud nodes.

TABLE IV
LOCATION-RELATED EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR THE

NECTAR CLOUD COMMUNICATION EVALUATION

Fig. 10. Experimental blueprint for the NeCTAR Cloud communication
evaluation.

H. Experimental Implementation

CEEM requires experimental implementation to rigorously
follow its corresponding design. To reach the rigorousness,
evaluators can make the experimental actions as automated as
possible to increase repeatability and reduce human mistakes.
Note that CEEM regards pilot experimental runs as the evalua-
tion activities in Experimental Design instead of in this step.

#!/bin/sh
for i in $ (seq 1 5000)
do

echo “$i th running!/n”
yourdate=′ date + %Y-%m-%d-%H:%M:%S′

echo $yourdate � iperf_result.txt
iperf -c xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx -t 30 �

iperf_result.txt
echo “/n sleeping. . ./n”
sleep 30

done
echo “Done!”
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE NECTAR CLOUD COMMUNICATION EVALUATION

In fact, we have developed a suite of codes and scripts
to automate preparing experimental environments and driving
benchmarks for the NeCTAR Cloud communication evalua-
tion. In this step, we further extended the codes and scripts
for driving experimental implementation. For example, we
developed the shell script for continuously running Iperf
within the Linux environment, as shown above. Note that the
“xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx” indicates a particular IP address of a Cloud
instance on the server side.

After conducting all the experiments following the previous
design, we obtained the experimental results and kept them in
spreadsheets for future analysis.

I. Experimental Analysis

In this step, evaluators statistically analyze the experimental
results where necessary and also visualize the analysis results
if possible. Being compatible with the traditional evaluation
lessons, CEEM also emphasizes that visualizing experimental
results by using various graphical tools may significantly fa-
cilitate data analysis and interpretation. In fact, CEEM directly
treats suitable charts as metrics for measuring Cloud services in
our Metrics Catalogue.

By using a Variability metric to measure the experimental
results, we initially answered the requirement questions, i.e.,
the average data throughput and the corresponding standard de-
viation via different communication paths, as listed in Table V.

Since the NeCTAR Cloud communication has different av-
erage data throughput via different paths over the same time,
the standard deviations representing time-related variability in
Table V are not directly comparable against each other. As
mentioned previously, we further realized the comparison by
normalizing these standard deviations (namely COV) of the
Communication Data Throughput, as calculated by (1). We also
visualized the comparison in Fig. 11.

COV =
Standard Deviation

Average
. (1)

By visual inspection, it can be seen that the communication
between MEB-qh2 and qld varies significantly over time, while
the remote access to the MEB-np node is the most stable path
for Canberra-based users.

As for the location-based variability, considering there are
both inter-node and intra-node communications in the NeCTAR
Cloud, we employed two schemes of normalization to make

Fig. 11. Coefficent of Variation (COV) of data throughput at different commu-
nication paths over 12 h.

the visualized result more intuitive. In detail, for inter-node
communications, the longer distance (cf. Fig. 12) indicates the
lower data throughput between two data center nodes. The
normalization of distance is defined by

Distance =
MAX(Bandwidthinter)

Bandwidthinter
× Ratiointer. (2)

For intra-node communications, we used a larger circle (cf.
Fig. 12) to indicate the higher data throughput within the
corresponding data center node. The normalization of diameter
is defined by

Diameter =
Bandwidthintra

MIN(Bandwidthintra)
× Ratiointra. (3)

Then, the average data throughput via different communi-
cation paths were visualized as shown in Fig. 12. The major
findings through visual interpretation are: 1) From the perspec-
tive of our local machine, the sa node is the remotest Cloud
node with the lowest data throughput. 2) There seem to be two
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Fig. 12. Communication Data Throughput in the NeCTAR Research Cloud (M-np: the MEB-np node; M-qh2: the MEB-qh2 node; M01: the Monash01 node;
qld: the qld node; sa: the sa node).

different patterns of the network infrastructure in the NeCTAR
Research Cloud. The network infrastructure employed by the
MEB-np, MEB-qh2, and sa nodes is nearly two times faster
in terms of intra-node communication than the Monash01 and
qld nodes. 3) It is clear that the communication between the
MEB-qh2 and qld nodes is exceptionally slow compared to the
other paths.

J. Conclusion and Documentation

CEEM uses a structured manner to draw evaluation con-
clusions and implement documentation. When drawing con-
clusions, evaluators can directly use tables and visualized
representations of experimental (analysis) results to respond to
the predefined requirement questions. Note that one chart or
table might be used to answer different requirement questions,
while the answer to one requirement question may comprise
multiple charts and/or tables. Moreover, the answers to all the
requirement questions can be further summarized into natural-
language findings to better reflect the conclusions.

In addition to drawing conclusions, it is worth paying more
attention to reporting the whole Cloud services evaluation
implementations, because complete evaluation reports would
be vital for other people to learn from or replicate/confirm
previous evaluation practices. Following the steps of CEEM,
evaluators can gradually document the evaluation details into
a live maintained log. Such a live maintained log can then be
used to generate structured evaluation reports and evaluation
templates. In particular, the evaluation report mainly focuses on
the whole logic of the evaluation procedure in natural language,
while the evaluation templates mostly record the detailed en-
vironmental information, experimental instructions, and auto-
mated experimental actions to facilitate evaluation replication.

In this case, to begin with, we built links between suitable ex-
perimental (analysis) results and the corresponding requirement
questions, as listed below.

1) How fast does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer data
internally?
a) In the context of running the benchmark Iperf,

the communication data throughput within the same

Cloud node can be 2632.5 Mbits/s to 5222.4 Mbits/s,
which is generally faster than that between different
Cloud nodes, as listed in Table V.

2) How fast can data be transferred between the NeCTAR
research Cloud and the Canberra-based user?
a) In the context of running the benchmark Iperf,

the communication data throughput between the
Canberra-based user and three Melbourne-area Cloud
nodes is around 20 Mbits/s, which is generally faster
than that between the Canberra-based user and the
other Cloud nodes, as listed in Table V.

3) How variable does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer
data during a particular period of time?
a) Five communication paths (between different Cloud

nodes) have relatively higher variation in the data
throughput over time, while the others are relatively
stable with COV less than 0.2, as shown in Table V
and Fig. 11.

4) How variable does the NeCTAR research Cloud transfer
data via different communication paths?
a) As listed in Table V and illustrated in Fig. 12, the

MEB-np, MEB-qh2, and sa nodes have nearly two
times faster internal communication data throughput
than the other two nodes; and the Melbourne-area
Cloud nodes can transfer data between each other much
faster compared to the other communication paths.

To summarize, we concluded: 1) For Canberra-based users,
the Cloud resources located in Melbourne would be faster
for remote access; 2) the MEB-np, MEB-qh2, and sa Cloud
nodes could be more efficient for intra-node data replica-
tion and backup, while the three Melbourne nodes would be
more friendly for inter-node operations; and 3) there could be
something wrong with the network infrastructure between the
MEB-qh2 (M-qh2) and qld nodes, and this line’s communica-
tion performance should be significantly improved.

As for the documentation, what is outlined in this section
can be viewed as a polished version of the live maintained
structured log. In other words, we use this paper to demonstrate
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how we recorded CEEM-driven evaluation activities. In prac-
tice, most content of the natural-language descriptions in this
log can be directly used to build an evaluation report for the
Canberra-based users, while the specific evaluation instructions
together with the developed codes/scripts can compose one or
two CEEM-based evaluation templates to help monitor and
track the communication performance of the NeCTAR Re-
search Cloud, possibly by different people at different locations
and times.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Given the benefits such as on-demand capability and rapid
elasticity of the emerging Cloud technology, both industry and
academia are keen to take advantage of Cloud computing. A
typical instance is the NeCTAR Research Cloud that is being
created to supply cost-effective computing and computer power
to researchers in Australia. Since the given indicators are far
from enough to help comprehensively understand the available
resources, we conducted empirical investigations into the in-
frastructural performance of the NeCTAR Research Cloud. In
particular, we mainly focused on the Cloud’s communication
property. Our evaluation results show that, although operat-
ing as one Cloud system, the Communication Data Through-
put varies significantly within and between the five existing
Cloud nodes. The detailed experiments not only revealed
communication-efficient Cloud resources from the consumers’
perspective but also indicated directions for improving the
NeCTAR Research Cloud from the developers’ perspective. For
example, in addition to the possible connection issue between
the MEB-qh2 and qld nodes, we also identified that there
could be heterogeneous network infrastructures employed in
the NeCTAR Research Cloud.

More importantly, our evaluation methodology CEEM can
be applied by Cloud providers on a day-to-day basis for im-
proving their network provisioning. Driven by CEEM, evalu-
ators can record their evaluation practices through developing
and delivering CEEM-based evaluation templates. The CEEM-
based evaluation templates would in turn facilitate repeatable
and comparable monitoring of the network infrastructure even
by different evaluators at different times and locations. For
example, along with the development of the NeCTAR project,
there is no doubt that it would be worth keeping an eye on
the changes in its infrastructure. Considering one-off evaluation
results cannot satisfy such a requirement in this case, we
particularly emphasize the replicable and repeatable backend
logic of evaluation implementations. As such, the NeCTAR en-
gineers can conveniently reuse the same evaluation template to
generate traceable and comparable evaluation results whenever
necessary.

The limitation of this evaluation work is that we were
only concerned with the traditional network architecture. Con-
sidering that Software-defined Network (SDN) has increas-
ingly become a significant architecture for modern computing
paradigms (e.g., to deal with today’s big data challenges in
massive parallel processing on thousands of servers), we will
extend our focus to CEEM-driven evaluation of SDN Cloud
infrastructures. Furthermore, our future work will be unfolded

toward two directions. On the one hand, we will keep investigat-
ing the performance of various service features of the NeCTAR
Research Cloud and continue developing corresponding evalu-
ation templates. On the other hand, we will gradually make the
evaluation templates public and use them to build a systematic
standard for monitoring the Cloud infrastructures.
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